Abstract Lineages of structurally related alleles at minisatellite MS32 in human populations show considerable differentiation at the continental level. However, the regional specificity of these lineages remains unknown. We now describe the comparison of allele structures in Thai, Han Chinese, and Japanese populations with lineages previously established for North Europeans and Africans. The great majority of alignable Asian alleles showed their closest structural relative in Asia, with few instances of preferential alignment of Asian with European alleles and only one isolated incident showing a best match with an African allele. Further, there was a strong tendency, most marked for Japanese, for Asian alleles to align preferentially with other alleles from the same population, indicating strong regional specificity of allele lineages. This rapidly evolving minisatellite can therefore serve as a lineage marker for exploring recent events in human population history and dissecting population structure at the fine-scale level, as well as being an extremely informative DNA marker for personal identification.
Introduction
Tandem repetitive DNAs, which comprise approximately 3% of the human genome, contain human minisatellites or (VNTR) loci (International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium 2001) . Human GC-rich minisatellites are preferentially found clustered in the recombination-proficient subtelomeric regions of chromosomes (Royle et al. 1988) . The repeat unit length ranges from 6 to more than 100 bp, with arrays usually kilobases in length. Some minisatellite loci show very high levels of allele length variability. In addition, most loci consist of heterogeneous arrays containing two or more subtly different repeat unit types (minisatellite variant repeats; MVRs). For example, the consensus 29-bp repeat unit sequence of minisatellite MS32 (D1S8; 5 0 -GRCCAGGGGTGACTCAGAATGGA GCAGGY-3 0 ) shows two classes of repeat unit that differ by a single base substitution which creates or destroys a HaeIII restriction site (designated a-type and t-type, respectively [Jeffreys et al. 1990] ). These variant repeats can be mapped by the polymerase chain reaction (MVR-PCR) to provide a powerful approach for allele classification based on the interspersion patterns of variant repeats within the repeat array (Jeffreys et al. 1991 ). MVR-PCR followed by agarose gel electrophoresis and Southern blot hybridization allows such interspersion patterns to be displayed as ladders of PCR products. This approach has revealed enormous levels of allelic variation at several hypervariable minisatellites (Jeffreys et al. 1991; Neil and Jeffreys 1993; Armour et al. 1993; Buard and Vergnaud 1994; Andreassen and Olaisen 1998; Tamaki et al. 1999) . At the D1S8 locus (minisatellite MS32), almost all alleles in several ethnic populations surveyed were different. However, different alleles can show significant similarities in repeat organization, implying recent common ancestry (Jeffreys et al. 1991) . Heuristic dot-matrix algorithms have been developed to identify significantly related alleles and have shown that approximately three-quarters of all alleles mapped to date in diverse populations can be grouped into more than 100 sets of alignable alleles, indicating multiple relatively ancient lineages of related alleles present in diverse populations (Tamaki et al. 1995) . Some groups of related alleles can display a strong tendency to be population-specific at the continental level, being restricted, for example, to Europeans, Asians, or Africans and consistent with recent divergence from a common ancestral allele. However, the ability of these allele lineages to distinguish between populations at the subcontinental level has not been examined. We address this issue by expanding the current database of mapped MS32 alleles, including Japanese alleles, with additional alleles from Thais and Han Chinese and analyzing the lineages seen in these three Asian populations. While the advent of microsatellites has led to unprecedented progress in evolutionary research, it has in many ways marginalized minisatellites. The present study therefore exemplifies minisatellites as a highly effective tool for dissecting population structures at the very fine-scale level.
Materials and Methods

DNA Samples
Thai (Bangkok) and Han Chinese (Beijing) DNA samples were kindly supplied by Professor Y. Katsumata. DNA was extracted from the peripheral leukocytes of 170 healthy unrelated Thai volunteers and 93 Chinese volunteers with their informed consent. The concentrations of genomic DNA samples were quantified using a spectrophotometer (NanoDrop ND-1000; Scrum Inc., Tokyo). The present study, involving the use of the Thai and Chinese samples, was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Graduate School of Medicine, Kyoto University.
Genotyping of Three SNPs in the 5
0 Flanking Region of MS32 Three SNPs, designated H1, Hf, and H2, were reported in the 5 0 flanking region of MS32 (Monckton et al. 1993) . The genotyping and the haplotype analysis of these SNPs were determined according to the protocol established by Monckton et al. (1993) . This region (346 bp) was also resequenced in 20 Thai individuals; sequencing reactions were performed using PCR-amplified double-stranded DNA according to the protocol supplied by Perkin Elmer (BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing reaction kit; Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). DNAs were analyzed on an ABI 3100 system (Applied Biosystems). No additional SNPs were discovered.
MVR Code Mapping of the MS32 Alleles MVR code mapping presently can be approached in three ways: first, by pedigree analysis of diploid codings; second, by mapping of individual separated alleles; and third, by allele-specific MVR-PCR (Monckton et al. 1993) . The first two methods were omitted from this study for two reasons:
(1) the samples we analyzed were obtained on an individual basis and not from pedigrees, and (2) the amount of genomic DNA obtained was insufficient for individual allele separation. Therefore, MVR codes of Thai alleles were determined by allele-specific MVR-PCR (Monckton et al. 1993 ) with minor modifications, using allele-specific PCR primers directed to polymorphic SNP sites in the DNA flanking the minisatellite to amplify a single allele directly from genomic DNA. Two different MVR primers (Jeffreys et al. 1991) are used in separate PCR reactions to amplify two classes of MS32 repeats (a-and t-type repeats). PCR products are loaded in adjacent lanes in an agarose gel to generate two complementary ladders, from which the interspersion pattern of repeats can be read for at least 50 repeats into the minisatellite allele; alleles \50 repeats long can be mapped in their entirety.
Samples of 10-50 ng of genomic DNA were amplified in 7-ll reactions using the PCR buffer and primers described previously (Jeffreys et al. 1990 (Jeffreys et al. , 1991 Monckton et al. 1993) of map similarity, MVR codes were compared with each other by heuristic dot-matrix analysis using modified Microsoft Excel software originally written by A.J.J. (Jeffreys et al. 1991; Tamaki et al. 1995) . Comparisons searched for perfect 9-repeat matches, and allele pairs showing scores of C22 over the best two diagonals (i.e., having the greatest allelic similarity) were selected. The authenticity of these selected matches and the final alignment of allele groups were checked by eye, with gaps inserted to improve alignments. Codes for all alleles are available at the authors' Web site (http://www.legal.med. kyoto-u.ac.jp/ms32_database.htm)
Results
SNP Frequencies in DNA Upstream of MS32 in Thai and Chinese Populations
Allelic states of SNPs H1, Hf, and H2 used for MVR mapping were determined in 170 Thai individuals. The frequencies of H1G, Hf?, and H2C were 0.80, 0.78, and 0.79, respectively. Genotypes at all three SNPs were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, with *33% heterozygosity (H) at each site. H1 and Hf frequencies are similar to Japanese, while H2C is more common than in Japanese (H = 0.18) (Monckton et al. 1993) . Haplotype analyses of the three SNPs were performed. These SNPs are found in a region of only 302 bp flanking MS32 and show significant linkage disequilibrium [v 2 (7 df) = 101, P \ 0.001)]. However, no pair of sites shows complete disequilibrium, as expected given the existence of a meiotic recombination hotspot in this region (Jeffreys et al. 1998) . Overall, 109 of 170 individuals were heterozygous at one or more SNPs, and thus 64% of Thai individuals could have single alleles mapped by allele-specific MVR-PCR, similar to the frequency of informative Japanese. The frequencies observed in the Chinese population were similar to those in Thais (H1G = 0.84, Hf? = 0.76, H2C = 0.82), with 64 of 93 individuals (69%) heterozygous at one or more SNPs. Genotypes at the three SNPs were again in H-W equilibrium, and a similar deviation was found for Chinese between the observed numbers of haplotypes and those expected at linkage equilibrium [v 2 (7 df) = 57, P \ 0.001].
MS32 MVR Allele Code Diversity in Thai and Chinese Populations
In total, 119 Thai and 73 Han Chinese alleles were mapped by allele-specific MVR-PCR. An example of an MVR mapping autoradiograph is shown in Fig. 1 . Typically 50-80 minisatellite repeats could be read from the 5 0 end of each allele, and thus longer alleles were incompletely mapped. Almost all of the Thai and Chinese alleles mapped were dissimilar (117 of 119 and 72 of 73, respectively) ( Table 1 ). The sampling distributions of different alleles can be used to estimate allele diversity, h = 4Nel, where Ne is the effective population size and l is the mutation rate. Under the infinite allele model and assuming selective neutrality, the h value is determined from the number of different alleles n a seen in a sample of n individuals by n a ¼ P 2n i¼1 h=ðh þ i À 1Þ f g ; and heterozygosity can be estimated as h/(1 ? h) (Ewens 1972) . The Thai and Chinese data give estimated h values of 3430 and 2580, respectively. These estimates of diversity suggest an extremely high level of heterozygosity in both populations, Fig. 1 Examples of allele-specific MVR-PCR. Alleles from the genomic DNA of three individuals were mapped using SNP Hf flanking the minisatellite to amplify single alleles in Hf?/-heterozygotes. MVR-PCR products were visualized after electrophoresis by Southern blot hybridization. MVR codes are read from bottom to top (5 0 to 3 0 ) and require no size markers; for example, the Hf? allele in individual 1 can be read as aaaatattaaaaaaat… at 99.97% and 99.96%, respectively. If all alleles are equally rare, then Poisson analysis predicts the existence of more than 1400 (Thai) and 700 (Chinese) MS32 alleles in order to reach the observed sampling frequency distribution. Since allele frequencies will not be uniform, the true level of allele diversity is likely to be much higher.
Identification of Groups of Related Alleles
In the 7021 possible pairwise dot-matrix comparisons in 119 Thai alleles, 151 comparisons involving 67 alleles had scores of C22, our initial criterion for identifying significantly related alleles. For the 73 Chinese alleles, the 2628 possible pairwise dot-matrix comparisons resulted in 136 comparisons, involving 58 alleles, with scores of C22. Visual inspection of the aligned alleles showed a significant sharing of repeat motifs in most cases, with only a few allele pairs being excluded because they only showed very short motifs scattered along the best diagonals.
We repeated this dot-matrix analysis using a more global database of 1269 alleles, allowing pairs of significantly related alleles to be identified and subsequently assembled into progressively larger groups of alleles sharing common structures. Two of these aligned groups are shown in Fig. 2 . In Group A (Fig. 2) , 38 alleles form a group. Surprisingly, of the 1269 possible alleles (which include Caucasians and Africans), this group is composed only of Asian alleles. While the differences in the numbers of samples analyzed for Japanese, Thai, and Chinese warrant further assessment, we noticed not only the formation of subgroups, but also that particular alleles such as those from Thailand and Papua New Guinea displayed a tendency to group closely together within a subgroup. Incorporation of 5 0 flanking haplotype data revealed a strong tendency for closely related alleles to share a common haplotype, as expected for divergence from a recent common ancestral allele, and helped to define subgroups; for example, alleles 1-9 in Group A (Fig. 2) show a different haplotype from most of the remaining alleles in this group and presumably represent a distinct sublineage. Additional information for other population subsets are available at the authors' Web site (http://www.legal.med. kyoto-u.ac.jp/ms32.htm). The 5 0 ends of the aligned MVR maps show the most variability, most likely due to the existence of a meiotic recombination hotspot flanking MS32 that appears to be responsible for driving repeat instability (Jeffreys et al. 1988) . Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of allelic similarity among Thai, Chinese, and Japanese populations identified by pairwise comparison with worldwide alleles. For example, 24 of the 119 Thai alleles showed no detectable similarity to any other allele in the database, and a further 32 alleles showed at best only marginal similarities. The remaining 63 alleles (53% of all Thai alleles) showed significant structural relatives and could be classified into 20 groups of related alleles.
Within each group, alleles were ranked in order of allelic similarity as determined by dot-matrix analysis scores and the closest relative of each typed allele from Thais, Chinese, and Japanese was identified (Table 2 ). In the 63 groupable Thai alleles, 22 (35%) displayed the greatest allelic similarity to other Thai alleles, with 4 producing groups composed only of Thais and 8 belonging to three other groups composed only of Asians. The remaining 10 alleles were found in Thai subgroups dispersed throughout three larger groups including North Europeans and Africans. Fifteen of the remaining grouped Thai alleles aligned equally well with Japanese, Chinese, and Thai alleles, and 19 other Thai alleles most closely resembled Asian alleles other than Thai, most likely reflecting sampling variation in these small surveys. Within this bracket of 34 alleles, 16 belong to nine groups composed only of Asians. The remaining 18 contained an assortment of alleles from non-Asian populations that formed Asian subgroups within four larger groups composed of various ethnicities. Only four alleles were classified as having greatest allelic similarity to North European alleles. These alleles belong to four different groups consisting of various ethnicities. None of the alleles were found to have greatest structural similarity to African alleles.
A similar analysis of 73 Chinese alleles showed 6 alleles with no detectable similarity to any other alleles in the database and a further 24 alleles showing at best only marginal similarities. The remaining 43 alleles (59%) showed significant structural relatives, with 6 being most similar to other Chinese alleles and creating two groups of Chineseonly alleles and one group containing other Asian alleles. As with Thais, other Chinese alleles (15 total) showed equally The proportions of Thai and Chinese alleles that could be aligned into groups were similar (53% and 59%, respectively) but less than for Japanese [69%; v 2 (2 df) = 9.2, P = 0.010], in part reflecting different sample sizes, with more Japanese alleles having been typed. Finally, we found 16 unusually short Japanese alleles (Nos. 1-7, 11, 13-15, 17-21; Fig. 2 , Group B) within a group of 27 alleles that showed at best only marginal alignments with other alleles. These alleles were all relatively homogeneous, with a-type repeat arrays terminated in two t-type repeats. Alleles with such simple structures could arise by convergent evolution, and thus this group might not have a monophyletic origin. However, most of the short, homogeneous Japanese alleles shared the same G-C haplotype, consistent with monophyly. In contrast, the two short European alleles (Nos. 12 and 16) were on different and distinct haplotypes, suggesting convergence with Japanese allele structures from different ancestral states. The restricted haplotype diversity and relatively high frequency of these short and homogeneous alleles seen in Japanese and, to a lesser extent, in Thais suggest that these alleles, while structurally not very informative, do mark a distinct lineage largely restricted to East Asia.
Discussion
Extreme variation in minisatellite allele structures provides a potentially powerful tool for analyzing population structures. This is exemplified by global surveys of MVR variation at the MS205 (Armour et al. 1996) and insulin minisatellites (Stead and Jeffreys 2002 ) that revealed far greater lineage diversity in Africans compared to nonAfrican populations and gave clues about population characteristics during the migration out of Africa. What is not known is whether MVR lineages can be used to probe population structures at a much finer geographical level.
To date, Japan has been the only Asian population to be analyzed for diversity in allele structures in minisatellite MS32 (Tamaki et al. 1995) . It was unclear whether apparently Japanese-specific groups of related alleles were instead members of allele lineages that are more diffusely spread in Asia. We have started to clarify this issue by extending the analysis to Thai and Chinese alleles, revealing further huge levels of variation in allele structures. Again, there was a strong tendency for groups of the most closely related alleles to show population specificity, either at the level of East Asians in general (Japanese ? Thai ? Chinese) or more specifically restricted to just one population as seen for 75% of Japanese alleles but less so for Thai (35%) and Chinese (14%) alleles [v 2 (2 df) = 73.6, P \ 0.0001]. Ignoring alleles showing equally strong alignments over multiple populations and normalizing for differing sample sizes showed that an alignable Japanese allele was 10-fold more likely to show the closest relationship with another Japanese allele than with a Thai or Chinese allele. This index of population specificity was considerably lower for Thai and Chinese alleles (fourfold and twofold, respectively).
Human habitation within closed geographical systems tends to fuel greater allelic specificity. While questions concerning the origin of modern Japanese have a long history of debate, recent evidence suggests the last major admixture of continental populations (e.g., Korean, Chinese) to have occurred 13,000 years ago during the Yayoi period. Since then, there have been many sporadic migrational events into Japan from continental Asia. There are many studies comparing mitochondrial DNA polymorphisms in Japanese and surrounding populations (Horai et al. 1996; Tanaka et al. 2004; Tajima et al. 2004 ). However, maternally inherited mitochondrial DNA has different characteristics in its sex-specific mode of transmission compared to nuclear DNA. This restriction also applies to Y chromosomes that are transmitted paternally (Hammer and Horai 1995) . Additionally, there are a number of phylogenic studies employing STRs (Bowcock et al. 1994; Perez-Lezaun et al. 1997; Chu et al. 1998; Rosenberg et al. 2002; Ayub et al. 2003; Zhivotovsky et al. Fig. 2 Examples of alignable MS32 alleles. The ethnic origin R (j, Japanese; ch, Chinese; th, Thai; b, Bangladeshi; png, Papua New Guinean; ne, north European), the haplotype of the three SNPs (H1, Hf and H2) in the 5 0 flanking DNA, and the MVR code of a-type, ttype, and 0-type repeats are shown for each allele. The 0-type repeats are occasional 'null' repeats that fail to amplify in MVR-PCR due to the existence of further (unknown) repeat sequence variants. MVR map segments shared by related alleles are shown in boldface, and additional haplotypes shared by some of the grouped alleles are in italics and/or underlined. Gaps (-) have been introduced to improve alignments. Uncertain positions are marked (?). The ends of short alleles are marked (\), and the unknown haplotypes of long alleles beyond the mapped region are indicated by (…). Alleles tied with '' | '' are indistinguishable. Group B mainly contains alleles consisting of a long succession of a-type repeats terminated with two t-type repeats at the 3 0 end. Due to the largely homogeneous arrays of a-type repeats in Group B, with exception of Nos. 22-27, none of the pairwise comparisons could exceed the 22-point threshold and alignments are therefore uncertain b J Mol Evol (2009) 68:126-133 131 2003; Li et al. 2006) . The majority of these studies are limited to transcontinental migration and analyses on other ethnicities. One study performs a phylogenic analysis of multiple Asian populations including Japanese using 105 autosomal STR loci and concludes that the Japanese population is more closely related to southern rather than northern Chinese (Li et al. 2006) . In contrast to these previous studies of multiple STRs, we carried out the present phylogenic analyses using information obtained from only one minisatellite locus. As a result, we found not only that many alleles were population specific, but that loose links could be established between seemingly unrelated ethnic groups (Table 2) . Interestingly, while the database contains European and African alleles, the frequency at which the three Asian ethnic groups displayed the closest relationship to these two groups was extremely low (Japanese, 1.4%; Chinese, 2.3%; and Thai, 6.3%), again pointing to strong population specificity of allele lineages and minimal introgression of European alleles into these Asian samples.
The strong ethnic specificity of some lineages of MS32 alleles comes about not only from demographic processes but also from the high rate of mutation, estimated as 1.2% per gamete by pedigree analysis (Jeffreys et al. 1991) , coupled with the complex nature of the mutation process. Germline mutations altering array length and MVR pattern are preferentially directed to the 5 0 end of the repeat array, probably due to the existence of a 5 0 flanking recombination hotspot (Jeffreys et al. 1998 ). Most sperm mutants at minisatellite MS32 involve interallelic conversion-like events involving the copying and pasting of short blocks of repeats from one allele to another (Jeffreys et al. 1994 ). These transfers can be complex, with repeat reshuffling in the transferred segment and with duplication or deletion in the recipient allele at or near the site of transfer. Thus a radically new allele structure can be generated within one or a few mutational steps, creating a new MVR lineage that can then diversify by other more subtle and frequently intra-allelic rearrangements occurring either within or outside the conversion hotspot, as seen at MS32 and other minisatellites (reviewed by Jeffreys et al. 1999) , to create a group of related alleles. Given the high rates of these processes, it is easy to see how a new allele lineage could appear suddenly and recently, and remain restricted to a single population, as seen, for example, in the Japanese. Germline instability also indicates that groups of identical alleles must share a very recent common ancestor, within 125 generations (3000 years; P [ 0.95) for a pair and even more recently for larger clusters of the same allele. Such very recent divergences predict a strong ethnic specificity for groups of the same alleles, as observed.
Distal to the 5 0 end of MS32, the incidence of common MVR motifs generally increases, allowing increasingly large groups of related alleles to be constructed. One limitation of the current MS32 MVR procedure is that alleles with more than 50-80 repeats, accounting for 86% of alleles, will be incompletely mapped. Some important lineage information from the 3 0 ends of alleles will therefore be lost, resulting in single lineages becoming fractured into two or more apparently unrelated sublineages. One challenge will be to develop methods for recovering complete allele structures, as well as algorithms for clustering closely related alleles within the large and structurally diverse lineages that will be so identified to overcome the subjectivity of selecting the most closely related alleles by eye. This has the potential to reveal how different ethnic groups are related and how subpopulations have evolved within the same ethnic group. We found that classifications according to allelic similarity enables the identification not only of major groups (European, African, and Asians) but of subgroups (e.g., Asian: Thai, Japanese, Chinese) within a larger ethnic group. This is made possible by the inherent polarity of mutation in MS32 alleles (Jeffreys et al. 1994 ), a property not shared by STR loci.
In summary, we have shown that minisatellite MS32 is not only a valuable tool for individual identification but also a potentially powerful system for exploring population structure and evolution at the fine-scale level. Further resolution could be generated by the development of additional autosomal minisatellites as MVR markers, and would complement current mitochondrial DNA and Yspecific markers that can only report on matrilineages and patrilineages, respectively.
